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Abstract. While there are many different papers on automatic testing or generation of inter faces[1, 2, 3, 4], the information concerning similar to human perception user interface learning
methods are scarce. Given the recent leaps in Artificial Intelligence (AI) one might find this
topic very useful in implementing a solution for communication of AI with applications created
for human interaction. User interfaces differ between operating systems, hardware possibilities
and implementation. The main objective of the study was the analysis of the applications’
Graphic User Interface (GUI) and interaction with the graphic interface elements in general.
This method can be used to track the change in application behaviour based on any action from
the user, without having knowledge about the underlying object structure.
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Introduction

Currently, the main component of any human-application interaction is the output data re turned in a graphical or textual form. This data is then processed and another input data causes
an event that changes (or not) the output. For AI to handle repeating tasks as humans, it must
work with existing UI. The main focus of this paper is to prepare an easy to implement algo rithm that focuses on tracking change between the screens of the application and in turn create
a map of the interface elements. underlying events and changes in the GUI. It may help build
more sophisticated mechanisms for modeling changes between views and finding similarities
between GUI elements and understanding the key steps needed to be done to achieve an expected result.
In the underlying sections one can find information about:

Algorithm first tasks to find GUI elements

Detecting change

Optimizations

Mapping interface elements and changes in the UI
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Example Algorithm

2.1

Generating events

Currently, the main component of any human-application interaction is the output data re turned in a graphical or textual form. This data is then processed and another input data causes
an event that changes (or not) the output (see Fig. 1)

Fig. 1. Change in UI after clicking the sign in button

The first step is identifying the change in the application behaviour that in turn help us iden tify the event that caused the change. This is something that everyone unwillingly processes
while surfing the internet, playing video games or using an application. Where the speed of
identifying every action differs depending on the person, the process is roughly the same (link
article that has this data) and we start by inputting data (like click on elements or keys on the
keyboard) and we look for changes in the output (like an information message that the input
was wrong, or animations suggesting data transfer). The output of a single event can be called a
frame or a screenshot (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Click event on the sign in button generates a new frame.

2.2

Optimizations

The first step is to generate a current GUI render image. It isn't important if it's a web page or
an application. The main focus is to get the output data that is an image of the working application. Generating an image that contains only the application window and any action is limited
to the window borders, ensures that no action outside the application window will interfere with
the data processing. One can limit the input size by creating a diff from the first frame and another one is generated some time after the initial render(see Fig. 3)..

Fig. 1. First and second frames differ

This may cause some delay between starting of the application and processing the data, but
may minimize errors on slower systems. Limiting events only to parts of the image that didn't
change can significantly lower the number of iterations of the algorithm. This approach can
cause problems in applications that animate user interfaces or generate animations before the
GUI is initialized(see Fig. 4).

Fig. 1. Red area will be ignored

2.3

Tracking change

The second phase is generating input data that should cause execution of an event. For the
purpose of this example coordinates start from [0,0] (the upper left corner of the application
window, without the status bar). We can limit those events to occur only in coordinates that
didn't change between two first frames. In most cases the interface elements are stationary. This
applies to modern video games, web pages or mobile applications. After executing an action
(click, long click, swipe etc. on coordinates [0,0]) we should wait for an event to make the nec essary changes in the GUI. Depending on the type of an application and processing power some
delay should be used after every action and new image generation.
At this point, we have at least 3 states of the application: the initial view (1), view after the
first few seconds from generating the view (2), after the last event (3) (see Fig. 5).

Fig. 1. First three frames

2.4

Mapping interface elements to changes

Change of application state can be checked generating a diff between the first and the last
frame (or, if any changes occurred, the second). If we find any differences between the frames
we can assume that an event was fired and the GUI changed. Generating a hash based on this
image will be useful for future reference. The same operations should be repeated for every coordinate of the application interface. This will help us generate a map of interface elements corresponding to frames generated by those click events. Any action that generates the same frame
should be grouped as part of the same interface element (see Fig. 6).

Fig. 1. All click actions on the sign in button generate frame 3

This provides enough data to generate a decision tree for the initial application view with actions that allow us to get to the second level frames.
Treating every next level frame as a starting point allows us to find new views. Checking
hashes of every level frames help us identify any actions that can send us to a previous view.
After finishing all the iterations we have all the unique frames with the corresponding coordinates and actions made on those interface elements. It's possible to verify if frames have similar
features (like information about a single list item) for grouping purposes. With an application
fully mapped it's possible to train classifiers to find some similar interface elements which in
turn makes the process of analyzing new applications faster(see Fig. 7).

Fig. 1. All identified interface elements that generate change to the GUI

Using the coordinates we can generate smaller images that only contain a single interface element. At this point for unique interface elements, we have datasets with only one row. The
grouped elements have as many rows as similar objects were found during the application mapping.
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Conclusions

Where creating mapping solutions for a single technology may be more precise in finding ex act UI elements, a more general approach might give more benefits long term. Without focusing on a single implementation of all the fazes of data processing it’s a very interesting topic to
test many different approaches to data mining and computer vision. Many optimizations are
still possible in many different steps, yet tracking changes is still possible in a closed amount of
time.
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